THE  SPANISH  WAR
who corresponded exactly to the description the smuggler
had given of the priests, and they were promptly and
roughly taken into custody However,, they had little
difficulty in proving they were not priests but two
Communists on an official mission. Apologies offered and
wine bought, the smuggler and the Catalonian refugee
found themselves despite their "mistake" very popular
with their new-found Anarchist friends.
The smuggler, taking his Catalonian refugee aside,
said to him, "I saw your look of horror and was afraid
you would betray yourself.   I would not myself give
away a priest/* and here he crossed himself    "I knew who
those men were, but I knew they looked sufficiently like
clericals to make my story seem true.   Now we are known
here as good Anarchists, but we must profit from that to
get across the frontier quickly, or else they may ask us
questions which we cannot answer."   The smuggler then
brought the conversation round cleverly to the frontier
and,  candidly admitting  his  piofession,  said  that he
proposed visiting an acquaintance whose help he often
sought when taking goods to and fro.   Two Anarchists
volunteered to accompany them, and it was thus escorted
that the smuggler and his protege reached the frontier
and crossed into France.   The smuggler in bidding fare-
well to the Catalonian major told him that he meant to
return to his home, and that he was quite certain that
none of the Anaichists would ever guess what a trick
had been played on them.
The capture of San Sebastian did not take exceedingly
long, nor was it accompanied by very severe fighting. It
had not natural defences like the ridges round Irun, and
the spirit of its defenders had been lowered by the stories
told by the Red militiamen who had run away from Iran.
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